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Stress Tuning of the Metal-Insulator Transition at Millikelvin Temperatures M. A. Paalanen, '" T. F. Rosenbaum, G. A. Thomas, and We report here a high-resolution, zero-temperature study of the metal-insulator transition, using uniaxial compressive stress 8 to tune g, through n of uncompensated, slightly insulating Si:P samples. We find reproducible behavior for n/n, -1&10 ' of the form a'(0)~(S-S', )", with v = 0.48+ 0.07, which is distinguishable from apparent rounding of the transition at lower n/n, .
The reproducible behavior is consistent with previous findings ' The variation of o(T) was similar for all our samples. In Fig. 1 (0) (although sample dependent) is roughly exponential in S, inconsistent with the classical percolation'4 form, (n -n, )". Fig. 2 on a log-log scale in Fig.  3 . The scaling of stress and density shown implies" (n/n, -1)/(S -S, ) = 5.4&10 ' kbar '. The smooth variation rules out a significant change in the behavior of o '(0) as it passes through vM. The solid line is a fit by the scaling form of Eq. (3) for 4vMSa'(0)613oM and 10 '~n/n, -1s1. The wide range of this fit suggests that the characteristic conductivity of the transition region may be significantly larger than 0 M. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the measured conductivity deviates markedly from either that calcu-lated for free electrons or that deduced' from the specific heat" below a conductivity -100M, close to the loffe-Regal value" o,R =e'/Shn, '~'. Even for o(0)(o» estimated as the critical region by current scaling theories of localization, v' our results give a v= 0.48+ 0.07, inconsistent with the theoretical v=1. We speculate that the more rapid variation of c(0) with n n-, arises from Coulomb effects whose importance has been emphasized by Mott. "' Additional evidence, attributed to Coulomb interactions in bulk systems, has come from the temperature, "" magnetic field, " and compensation" dependence of the conductivity, and also from the tunneling conductance.
